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Resistance 
#1 

Step   out   Hinge 
(side   to   side)  

Be sure to hinge, not lunge 
and sit slowly into chair. 

Single leg bridge If you CANNOT do bridges properly, 
do not add one legged. Go back to 
two leg bridging before doing this. 
Be sure you are pulling the heel of 

the ground foot to your butt. 

Resistance 
#2 

 Push ups   side   
to   side  

Be sure chairs are against 
wall so they don’t move. Keep 
body straight – NO butt up or 

sinking of chest 

Supinated SA high 
row 

Turn hands up to grab the band. 
Both arms are working together. 

Stand with one leg in front, on one 
leg, or close one eye to make it 

harder. 

Resistance 
#3 

 Over head   
press   –   

alternate   arms    

Light or no weights you can 
push overhead fast 

If you cannot go overhead, 
push arms/weights out from 

shoulder forward 

Step overs to balance 
forward 

Use books, magazines, or a small 
stool to have something to go over. 
Stand near a wall or use a chair for 
balance if needed, but try to let go. 

Bring hip up to get leg over 

Resistance 
#4 

 Knee lift with 
rotation, cross   

punch   (alternate   
sides)  

Be sure you rotate from the 
hips – NOT the lower back. 
Place feet back on ground – 

should not hear them 

Suitcase carry Use something heavy like a suitcase 
to carry. Not even on both sides. 

Idea is to stay straight up, not lean to 
side. Core work. Be sure to change 

sides 

Resistance 
#5 

 Straight Arm   
tricep push back   

(alternate)   
staggered   

stance  

Keep elbows straight Zero throws Do NOT let go of whatever you are 
using on the zero throw. Slow on the 

hinge down, fast on the up. Make 
abs and back work to stop the 

momentum in front of your head. 

Cardio  Plank with hops 
side to side on 

chair  

Be sure to keep abs VERY 
TIGHT. If no hop, move legs 
side to side. Step out, bring 
other leg in then step back 

Mountain climbers Keep body alignment throughout. 
Body is in a straight line throughout 
movements. NO butt up. NO chest 

falling down 

Cardio Hops side to side  Core tight. If no hop, step 
wide side to side 

Skiers Come off the ground on these. If you 
cannot – let one leg go forward and 

back pumping the arms, then 
change to other leg 

 

  



   

   

   

   

   

   

 


